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In this issue: An interview with  Charise Jewell, author of 'Crazy –
Memoir of a Mom Gone Mad',  pages 10-13

3rd February
Time to Talk Day

 
7th-12th February

Children's Mental Health Week
Sexual Abuse & Sexual Violence 

 Week 
 

17th February
Random Acts of Kindness

 
28th February - 6th March

Eating Disorders Awareness Week
 

18th March
World Sleep Day

 
30th March

World Bipolar Day
 

Throughout April
Stress Awareness Month

Together Towards Change

Newsletter will be coming out

quarterly from now on, with this

issue covering the period between

February and April 2022, while the

next issue featuring the period

between May and July.

Throughout August TTC we'll be

taking a summer break.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Charise+Jewell&text=Charise+Jewell&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk


 

Is a personalised approach, defined by each individual, unique to solely them - never a one size fits all

model

Act of dignity and respect to one self and to others – learn and challenge yourself, define your rights and

attitude, be honest, challenge stigma and discrimination

Goes beyond symptom elimination to include ‘social recovery’

Is a journey, not a destination - slow and steady wins the race. Always find time to evaluate and source

next steps

Focuses on building a meaningful life, as defined by the person themselves and for them to make real

choices in life

Moves away from pathology, illness and symptoms to health, strengths and wellness – have a positive

mindset

Comprises treatment guided by attention to personal life goals – keep seeking supporting, build your

network and continue to communicate.

What is Mental Health Recovery to Me?
by Sandeep Saib - London Champion

First and foremost, it is important to recognise that ‘recovery’ doesn’t necessarily mean ‘cure’. Instead, the

concept of mental health recovery for me is more about empowering, educating and encouraging

individuals to regain control over their lives, thoughts and emotions, and provides them with the tools to

manage their mental health challenges in healthy, holistic ways.

I believe mental health recovery:

I also think that in order to have effective mental health recovery, we need to lay out the foundation and the

following elements are incremental:

Hope

Personal responsibility

Self-advocacy

Education

Support
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3rd February

time to talk day
Time to Talk Day encourages everyone to be more

open about mental health – to talk, to listen, to

change lives. There is loads happening around on

that day or soon after

 

To me, recovery means gaining and retaining hope, developing an

understanding of one’s abilities and disabilities, engaging in an active life,

and acquiring personal autonomy, social identity, a meaning and purpose

in life, and a positive sense of self.

 

Recovery is always a journey that is always possible.

 

#BeKind
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Wired - Power of Analogy 4th February
in London
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Place2Be launched Children’s Mental Health Week in 2015

to shine a spotlight on the importance of children and

young people’s mental health. They hope to encourage

more people to get involved and spread the word. This

year's theme is Growing Together, encouraging children

(and adults) to consider how they have grown, and how

they can help others to grow.

Join and add your voice to thousands of people across

the UK saying #itsnotok.

You can join the conversation on social media using

#itsnotok and follow @itsnotok2021

You can find more info including downloadable

resources here:

 
 https://sexualabuseandsexualviolenceawarenessweek.org

7th-12th
February

Children's Mental health Week

More info here:

https://www.childrensmentalhealthweek.org.uk/#:~:text=The%20next%20Children's%20Mental%

20Health,and%20young%20people's%20mental%20health.

7th-12th
February

Have a look at

@timetochange_somerset on

Instagram, Facebook or Twitter on the

8th Feb for a podcast discussing this

topic. There will be an open

conversation with SWISH to discuss the

issues people face around this topic

and why people choose not to talk

about it. 

Sexual Abuse & Sexual Violence Week 

https://twitter.com/itsnotok2021
https://www.childrensmentalhealthweek.org.uk/#:~:text=The%20next%20Children's%20Mental%20Health,and%20young%20people's%20mental%20health.
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Random Acts of Kindness 

17th February
Write a thank you note to someone important in your life

who’s helped you. 

Offer to cook for a friend or family member. 

Listen, don’t interrupt. 

Smile so as to share kindness with others.

Volunteer for a charity you feel passionate about (TTC ;)

) 

Phone a loved one. 

A few ideas for you to do on the day

by Brooke Dobson - Somerset TTC. 

Try a couple of these and see how it makes you feel, maybe

write down how you felt so you can look back on it? How did

the other person react? How did that make you feel. Has

someone done something kind for you lately that you can

remember?

7th-13th
February

HIV testing week

1 in 20 people with HIV are unaware they have it,

increasing the risk of passing HIV on to sexual partners.

In 2020, 42% of people first diagnosed in England were

diagnosed late.

Why National HIV Testing Week 2022 is important?

by Brooke Dobson - Somerset TTC. 

The number of people diagnosed with HIV fell by a third

between 2019 and 2020, but there is still work to do:

This correlates to poorer long-term health outcomes; in 2019,

people diagnosed late had more than a sevenfold increased

risk of death within a year of diagnosis.

The number of people testing for HIV in sexual health clinics

decreased by 30% in 2020. It is important to remind people

at risk of HIV the importance of regular testing and the

options available.

You can tune in to Somerset having a honest

conversation about this on a LIVE Q&A with

SWISH services at 4pm on the 10th of February

head over to @swishservices_ or

@timetochange_somerset on instagram to see

us talk about this more. 

 

References:

https://www.hivpreventionengland.o

rg.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2021/12/NHTW-

2022_campaign-briefing_FINAL.pdf 

https://www.hivpreventionengland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/NHTW-2022_campaign-briefing_FINAL.pdf


Here is what they say:

Eating disorders are devastating mental illnesses

that affect 1 in 50 people in the UK.

Recovery is possible. But we rely on our GPs to spot

early warning signs that may have nothing to do

with a person’s weight or appearance.

Their role is crucial. Their responsibility is huge.

But how much training does the average GP receive

on eating disorders?

Less than 2 hours!

Less than two hours in their entire medical degree.

And a fifth of UK medical schools don’t provide any

training on eating disorders at all.

This isn’t good enough. It’s delayed access to

treatment and led to misdiagnosis of eating

disorders for years. And the consequences for

people living with these mental illnesses and their

families can be devastating and sometimes deadly.

This has to change. And the time is now. 

 

28th FebRuary
- 6th March

Eating Disorders Awareness Week
The charity BEAT runs Eating Disorders Awareness Week

annually to tackle myths and misunderstanding around

eating disorders.
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 18th March
World Sleep Day

A celebration of sleep and a call to action on

important issues related to sleep

For World Sleep Day 2022, the theme and slogan is Quality

Sleep, Sound Mind, Happy World. How does quality sleep help

maintain mental health? How might better sleep help people

focus during the day? Or how might fatigue weigh us down

physically, mentally, and emotionally? You can help to share

the importance of quality sleep for these reasons and for all of

the other many reasons that sleep is a foundational pillar of

human health.

Visit: https://worldsleepday.org/



Tip 1: Lifestyle - ensure you are taking regular exercise during the day as it can help boost

adrenaline, as well as eating well and ensuring you consume healthy, high nutritional foods - keep

these two elements balanced always. I always find that eating anything heavy right before

bedtime really affects my sleep and at times, struggling to fully dose off, so don’t be a victim to it.

Perhaps keep a food and exercise diary to keep tabs on this for yourself and adjust anything you

need to accordingly.

Tip 2: Environment - head to your bedroom, try to relax yourself before bedtime, reduce screen

time i.e. TV, laptop, phones and also lights surrounding you. Perhaps try keeping a daily sleep diary

to see if there are patterns which can help identify a problem. Dig out your best duvets, blankets

and anything that makes you feel comfortable and happy, and pop these on your bed. 

Tip 3: Attitude and behaviour - before heading to bed, try and wind down, be less stimulated,

and be relaxed as much as possible. Try relaxation techniques i.e. yoga, breathing etc, a warm

bath, mindfulness practice, a warm milky drink or even herbal remedies such as sleep oils on your

body pulses or on your pillow i.e. lavender. Try to ensure that you are positive-minded all day every

day, but ever more important to be just right before heading to bed for a restful night. 

Tip 4: Health - it is really important to get any health concerns addressed immediately both for

helping physical symptoms and for addressing any worries that might keep you awake. Noticing

any issues? Do go and book a doctors’ appointment, have a look online for specific medical-

related resources out there as well as therapists/clinics also who specialise in sleep.

As eating, drinking and breathing is so vital and a necessity to us, sleep is just the same and crucial for

maintaining good mental and physical health, and great for recovering from mental as well as physical

exertion. You relax your mind, body and soul, so let’s explore sleep in more depth.

Having a poor or lack of good quality sleep can increase the risk of having poor health, directly affect

mood, energy, concentration levels, day to day functioning as well as relationships. Even sleep

disturbances can be one of the first signs of distress and the start of mental health problems

occurring. 

You need to intervene early and dedicate focus and time on sleep quality and quantity, in order to

help you relieve the symptoms of such mental disorders. 

Small changes in your life can lead to such vast positive improvements to help you sleep better, so why

not try it for yourself and start today!

Here are some handy tips for you:

The Power of Sleep and Mental Health - A Match Made in Heaven
by Sandeep Saib - London Champion

 
Did you know that we spend about 

a third of our lives asleep?

Sleep is extremely important and 

at times, taken for granted. 

#smallthings

Sleep and mental health are strongly

related and inter-connected. 
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A colour print zine dedicated to breaking the stigma of

mental illness featuring 

art, poetry, prose, photography, comics, and essays, 

with a new issue to be released in March 2022...

Seeking submissions related to the issue’s theme of sleep and mental health to be

included in the new issue. 

We accept contributions in all forms of 2D art or written word particularly from those

with lived experience of ill mental health. 

 

Submissions due 20th February 2022. 

Email your submissions to thiszinehasissues@gmail.com 

or email us for more information. 

 

Follow us: IG: @thiszinehasissues FB: facebook.com/thiszinehasissues 

 

Editors: Dorota Chioma @dorota.chioma.art  and Dave Combs @davemakesstickers
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Bipolar disorder is a serious mental illness that affects over 1m people in the UK alone.

It is a very serious condition and the NHS service provision is severely lacking in many

areas leaving people affected with nowhere to turn - says The Bipolar UK

Bipolar disorder is identified by two mood states: depression and mania. There is also

hypomania, a milder form of mania and cyclothymia, a condition related to bipolar with

milder symptoms. 

Bipolar is classified by some psychiatrists as bipolar 1 and bipolar 2 with different

balances of mood states. So people's experience of bipolar can differ with some

alternating between moods over long intervals whilst others may experience mood

swings in quick succession - this is called rapid cycling.

You can find out more by visiting: https://www.bipolaruk.org/

 30th March World Bipolar Day
World Bipolar Day is organised by the

International Bipolar Foundation to bring

global awareness to bipolar conditions and to

eliminate social stigma.

Read  the interview on

the following pages

with Charise Jewell -

the author of 

'Crazy: Memoir of a

Mom Gone Mad'

providing an insight

into bipolar

experiences...
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https://charisejewell.com/


Crazy: Memoir of a Mom Gone Mad
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Dorota Chioma in conversation
with Charise Jewell 

I came across this memoir by chance when

looking for any literature providing an insight

into bipolar. I waited for it to arrive for a long

time and as anticipation grew, I reached out to

Charise in desperation on wondering whether

it would ever arrive. It finally did and I got

pretty glued to it from the first page. I could

not resist speaking to Charise straight after...

I found it beneficial to write about my feelings, but it also helped to write about exactly what had happened to

me while in the hospital. I was in a great deal of shock and rejected my diagnosis, and the post-manic

depression hit me hard. Writing helped me to make sense of everything. There’s a Virginia Woolf quote that

sums up how I felt: “In expressing it I explained it and then laid it to rest.” Writing didn’t entirely lay everything to

rest but the more I got out, the more I was able to accept my diagnosis and move through my denial. At some

point during this time I also began to read memoirs written by other people who had bipolar, which comforted

me. As I continued to read and appreciate other mental illness memoirs, it occurred to me that everything I’d

been writing in my journal could be consolidated and expanded on, and potentially help others in the same

way. The idea was instantly appealing. I also realized that my memoir could begin conversations about mental

illness and help to reduce stigma, which would be beneficial for anyone with a mental illness, including myself.

It was the first time I felt excited and motivated since my mania. 

You can follow and reach out to Charise Jewell
via these channels:

https://charisejewell.com/
https://www.instagram.com/reesechaell
https://www.facebook.com/ReeseChaell

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/charise-jewell-
5a181681

Some insight into our conversation:

Tell us a bit of the story behind this book and how

the idea got born

I began writing Crazy after my first manic episode

and bipolar 1 diagnosis. I was hospitalized for two

weeks and upon returning home, I started to write as

a form of therapy. Journalling has always helped me. 

Is there any mission statement behind your book (in another words, what is the aim of your book)?

My brilliant editor, Shannon Moroney, often reminded me that the best memoirs comfort the afflicted and

afflict the comfortable. In other words, they help people who are struggling because of similar circumstances

or relatable trauma, and have a meaningful impact on other readers who don’t have the same lived experience

and in the case of a mental illness memoir, are not aware of the stigma or impact of their words and actions.

That was my goal.

https://charisejewell.com/
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During the journey of writing your memoir, did you learn anything about yourself?

Definitely. I have always worked to understand myself better and thought I knew all there was to know, but this

journey taught me a few things. For example, I am a night owl by nature and never knew I could wake up

before dawn to write and actually enjoy it! The process of trying to find a publisher was extremely difficult for

me and the rollercoaster of emotions often made me question if it was too detrimental for my mental health. I

routinely reassessed my triggers and self-care, and learned better how to take breaks when needed, ask for

help, and prioritize my sleep. I also figured out some fun strategies that helped me to write more efficiently,

which I would have loved to have known a decade ago.

Anyone who wants to learn more about mental illness either for

themselves or a loved one, or anyone who wants to read a

book about trauma, resilience, and hope. So I think everyone

should read it, except for kids. It has some mature scenes.

If there was a cure for bipolar would you be interested in

taking it to eliminate that illness from your life? Why?

That is a tough question. Of course I would love to never feel

depressed, or not react too strongly to things other people

seem to take in stride. But at what cost? I know people who

seem quite stable but barely notice any of the beauty, or the

pain, even in their immediate surroundings. I wouldn’t want to

live like that. I work hard at my stability and I’m lucky because

my medications work well for me, so I’ve been stable for four

years.

Why people should read your book and who should reach out for it?

The minor mood swings I’ve had are fairly easy to figure out and then prevent, and I’m still quite creative,

passionate, and sensitive, which I love. I would definitely not want to trade any of those qualities for a cure. 

What advice would you give to someone who might be at the dark state of mind due to mental health

struggles at this very moment?

I would repeat what my husband told me when I was in a dark state of mind: do any small thing that brings you

joy. It can’t hurt anyone else but it doesn’t have to make sense. He liked to time taking the subway a certain

way to hear specific machine pings, and it made his day. For no reason. After he told me that story I began to

sit on the one seat at our kitchen table that had been warmed by the sun, because it was a nice little bit of

extra comfort. Then I began to pick up litter while walking my kids to school. Small things and not life-

changing, but moments of joy. Second to that, I would say to talk to someone. Anyone. I found it impossible to

talk to my family or friends, so I understand how difficult this is. If you have a therapist, doctor, or anyone you

feel comfortable turning to, please do it. Or call a support hotline, which is great for its anonymity. I also

benefitted from sharing with people who had similar lived experience, like the bipolar community on

Instagram.

 © Charise Jewell 

You mention in the book: “my reactions are sometimes attributed to my

illness before being dismissed (…) I have to fake it till I make it” when

referring to emotions pretty natural to all of us in certain

circumstances. How do you manage to keep your integrity while most

of the times your illness is the lenses through which people/medical

staff perceive you? What advice would you give to others to cope with

this kind of ‘challenge’?



We each have our own perspective and I don’t see my condition as a disease, the way my first psychiatrist did.

This makes it easier for me to overlook other people’s opinions most of the time. Until they’ve lived in my shoes

they have no idea. This is true for how all of us perceive and judge everything about each other, and was also

true for me in my career as a robotics engineer, when I was often underestimated because of my appearance.

Early after my diagnosis this type of behaviour was harder for me to accept, but I knew that if I demonstrated

any kind of reaction I would be hospitalized again, and I was determined to avoid that at all costs. I used to

squeeze my hand into a tight fist that left nail marks in my palm long after the conversation was over, and

continuously remind myself something along the lines of “It’s not me, it’s you,” or “You are so stupid,” or I’d find

a flaw about the other person and repeatedly insult him in my head. So, basically my advice is to distract

yourself, ignore as much as you can, and get away as quickly as possible. These days I find it easier to tune

out, because so many people, including medical staff, have proven themselves to be ignorant and/or

incredibly stupid over the years. I think of it like a person cutting me off in traffic who is just rude and selfish

and doesn’t know any better.

 © Charise Jewell 

What do you perceive as the most difficult aspect of your ill

mental health?

Knowing that if a mood takes hold of me I might be powerless to

do anything about it until it is too late to correct on my own.

During both of my manic episodes I kept wondering and guessing

if something was wrong, because it didn’t feel like anything was

truly wrong until I was hospitalized. Even though in hindsight I

obviously needed help, I couldn’t tell in the moment. So, doubting

myself and my ability to control what I’m doing or what is being

done to me scares me. I do everything I can to prevent extreme

mood swings or severe episodes in an attempt to control as much

as possible but I know that as much as I work for stability it’s not

completely within my control.

If you could administer a massive change in the current mental health services, what would change to

make it better?

Funding is needed to make it significantly better. With enough funding I would train all hospital staff

(especially security guards) to understand mental illnesses properly, hire more staff so the job is not so

exhausting, have training and feedback from people with mental illnesses who can make patient needs and

requests heard, put cameras everywhere except washrooms and allow families to view from home at any time,

and begin marketing campaigns to spread awareness about mental illness, to make it better understood by

society.

Art and creativity seem to be very significant to you, why does art/creativity matters to you and does

it help you in any way to overcome any challenges?

Yes. It’s difficult to describe how drawing or painting helps me to feel better but somehow it does. I think it’s

like the small moments of joy for me. As a teenager, I used to draw album covers of my favourite bands when I

was bored. Even though I was copying someone else’s artwork, I still felt a thrill every time I took a blank piece

of paper and turned it into something cool. I feel the same way about growing plants from avocado pits or

lemon seeds or any other fruit I’ve just finished eating. Creating something where there once was nothing is

powerful. It makes me feel proud. I add little creative twists every day to most of the things I do to capture this

feeling, from how I organize our bookshelf, to the way I braid my daughter’s hair, to the meal I make for dinner.

Those are all opportunities for creative moments of joy, which add up together to help me overcome minor

mood challenges and feel a bit better every day.
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What’s next, any other books, projects you are working on?

I’ve started writing a new novel about mental health aimed at children aged nine to twelve. When I was

diagnosed my children ranged in age from four to nine and when I went looking for resources to help explain

bipolar disorder to them, I could hardly find any. My new book tells the story of friends who are struggling with

their own mental health issues or severe mental illnesses of loved ones, and is meant to help comfort and

empower its intended audience.

 

Crazy: Memoir of a Mom Gone Mad is available on Amazon.

 

Charise will be also a guest on live podcast: Art My Medicine via The

Mental Health Warriors TV on their YouTube channel:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4Lg5LECYvq7HR7xdzzyt_Q

 

on 26th March 2022 at 2pm UK time

Should you have missed the

podcast costing Steve Loft,

you can re-watch it on

YouTube
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Editor’s Note:
Together Towards Change is delighted 

to bring you this newsletter.
Many thanks to Dorota Chioma for

facilitating and creating it and to all
contributors.

We would love your feedback.
 

Should you have any events in May, June,
July you wish to publicise, 

the deadline for submitting the info and
graphics is

Friday 15th April 2022.
You can submit your entries via email to:

admin@ttc-london.org or directly onto the
Google Drive (preferable)

 
with warm wishes for a great month ahead

 
Steve Loft (Time to Change - London

Network) & the Team
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